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For everybody, if you intend to start accompanying others to review a book, this Wanderlust By Skye Warren
is much recommended. And you should get guide Wanderlust By Skye Warren below, in the link download
that we give. Why should be here? If you want other kind of publications, you will always locate them and
Wanderlust By Skye Warren Economics, politics, social, scientific researches, religious beliefs, Fictions, as
well as a lot more publications are supplied. These offered publications are in the soft files.

Review
Praise for Wanderlust:

"I loved this dysfunctional couple and couldn't get enough of them." - Reader's Confession

"I would say this was dark and disturbing.....and it kind of was but for me, when it counts, it's a seriously
sweet emotional book." - Dark Reading Room

"I love how Ms. Warren is able to make the angst of these two people so real...downright heartbreaking." -
Salacious Reads

"And Hunter - you psychotic, tortured and oh-so complex beast of a man...how I adore you!" - Not
Now...Mommy's Reading

About the Author
Skye Warren is the New York Times bestselling author of dark romance.

Don't miss a release! Find out about new releases and exclusive giveaways here:
skyewarren.com/newsletter
 
And like Skye Warren on Facebook here:
facebook.com/skyewarren

Thank you for reading!
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"I loved the story! I loved that it made me feel, that it turned me on, turned me off, made me pause and think,
twisted my stomach into knots..." - Haydee's Reviews

Can love come from pain?

Evie always dreamed of seeing the world, but her first night at a motel turns into a nightmare. Hunter is a
rugged trucker willing to do anything to keep her--including kidnapping. As they cross the country in his rig,
Evie plots her escape, but she may find what she's been looking for right beside her.

Wanderlust is a full-length dark romance novel that explores captivity and power. Not intended for those
uncomfortable with the subject matter or under 18 years of age.
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19 of 20 people found the following review helpful.
Potential in this dark story, but I felt it missed its mark.
By eBook Addict
There was a lot about this story I didn't like - but there was a lot I did like, too.

I really wish the heroine, Evie, had been less of a victim in nearly every circumstance of her life. Of course,
she had her moments of strength, but some of the things that happened to her were just a bit too much. The
world she inhabited in her head wasn't much worse than the world she encountered outside it. I found myself
questioning whether there really needed to be that many twisted, violent men in one story.

Having finished it, I really felt the author had the potential to create something amazing, but it somehow got
lost in a sense of hopelessness and a lack of direction for her characters that became self-fulfilling in the
actual plot of the story. Once you get through some of the gritty, confronting scenes at the beginning, you
start to learn more about Hunter and you discern there is probably a lot more to this guy than initially meets
the eye. When the reveal occurs, it is at this point I felt the author could have really ramped up the story and
found a whole new light and direction. Possibly even a clearer sense of purpose for Evie, too. Yet, it never
really came to that. I was left with a feeling of lives destined to never quite have a real sense of peace, even
with each other. Maybe I'm just too addicted to HEAs in this genre, but a clear HEA was what I wanted, not
a vague, reality-tainted conclusion.

Some people say they found the sex scenes hot. I didn't. They weren't awful, they were just tainted with a
sadness that prevented me from thinking of Hunter as the type of guy I'd want to be getting down and dirty
with.

Could have loved it; but the latter half of the story, where things could have been taken to a whole new and
different level - but weren't - meant I just didn't.



Having said that, I will keep an eye out for future works by this author.

For those who care, the author showcased a good grasp of the technical skills of writing, which made this an
easy read.

36 of 42 people found the following review helpful.
Amazing Story of Love and Forgiveness!!!
By Not Now...Mommy's Reading
When I was a young girl, one of the first movies I can recall is one where Martin Sheen plays a mentally
unstable man who takes a post-Exorcist Linda Blair hostage. The name of that movie is Sweet Hostage and I
do believe that this is where my love for dark erotica began. You see, while many might have seen Martin's
character as some type of monster for abducting the young girl - I saw him as misunderstood, tortured,
sick...and Lovely Linda was his medicine. With that said...

Thank you, Skye Warren, for reminding me of this awesome movie and of why I fell in love with this
genre!!! I had so many feels while reading this book!!! So many that I wasn't sure how I would be able to
write this review without feeling like I was just rambling...which I might end up doing so bear with me.

Evie has always led a sheltered life. And by sheltered, I mean her overly-protective mother has attempted to
bring Evie into her world of mental illness and hold her captive there. I was so glad that the author did
address the issue of mental illness in this book and made it so painfully real in how it not only makes a
prisoner of the one who suffers with it but those who silently watch as their loved one sinks deeper and
deeper into the hold of depression and anxiety while trying not to get caught in its grip as well. Very hard to
do and understand unless you've either done your research well or had a personal encounter with it.

Evie decides that if she stays with her mother - she'll more than likely end up like her - and so she leaves
home. A very brave thing to do for a young girl whose only had contact with less than five people in her
lifetime. While traveling, Evie stops at a hotel for the night and grabs a bite to eat at a diner where she meets
Hunter, a truck driver, who insists on paying for her meal. Now Evie may be sheltered but she's far from
stupid and right away she knows something is up and declines to let Hunter pay for her meal. Her instincts
are confirmed when the waitress tells her, "There are some men you don't say no to".

Hunter is one of those men.

Not taking no for an answer, Hunter abducts Evie and the two make their way across country on a journey
where they both learn about the other and the healing power of forgiveness.

This novel was so brave to me! So very brave! At first, I was a bit on edge while reading because I know that
dark erotica can be a hard genre to delve in. While most romance readers were introduced to the genre by
such authors as Kathleen E. Woodiwiss and Johanna Lindsey whose novels often featured forced seduction,
nowadays many readers cry foul and are outraged at any sex scenes that remotely resemble a rape or consent
of a dubious nature. To those readers I say: Don't let your political correctness mess up my good time, ok? I
was convinced novels featuring this theme were a thing of the past until I came across Keep Me Safe by
Skye Warren. I was giddy with excitement. Then I read Trust In Me and I knew I would never pass up a
Skye Warren title again! By far my favorite with Wanderlust running a very close second! I kept waiting for
the author to 'apologize' or make excuses for the sex scenes between Evie and Hunter and if she did - I
missed them. Instead of coming up with something that seemed like rape...only not...Skye Warren instead
allows the reader to look inside the head and heart of the victim and the perpetrator to see behind the reason
for their actions. In short, hurting people hurt people. There were no excuses for the things Evie suffered at



Hunter's hands yet there were no excuses for the pain Hunter had endured. Yet they both found a way to
exist with their hellish circumstances. Exist - not live - because it isn't until they encounter one another that
the two begin to really live.

Now the sex scenes are not the main focus of this novel at all. No, this story is driven by the developing
romance between Evie and Hunter. And oh what a romance it is! So complicated, so heart-wrenching! A true
emotional roller coaster filled with such poetic and meaningful phrases as:

"But life can take us to crazy places. I like to think things turn out for the best, you know? No matter how we
got here."

He was my ship in a tempestuous sea. I was the talisman he kissed before a storm.

"I absolve you."

I found myself reading certain paragraphs over and over again, allowing myself to get caught up in the
emotion of the scene that played out on the page before me and in my mind. And then there was the line that
BROKE ME:

He looked back, his gaze hard, "I didn't scream, Evie. I prayed."

Oooh, I had to put my Kindle down and walk away! Compose myself before I could go back in, folks! I kid
you not!

And Hunter - you psychotic, tortured and oh-so complex beast of a man...how I adore you! How I would
give anything to hear the rumble of your 18-wheeler behind me and the squeal of your brakes beside me. I
just want to squeeze you into heart-sized pieces and keep you close to me forever and ever. *le swoon

I would also like to have lots and lots of angry sex with you followed by lots and lots of makeup sex with
you.

Wanderlust by Skye Warren is definitely a keeper and one I will be recommending to anyone who'll pause
long enough to listen!

10 of 11 people found the following review helpful.
3.5 Stars
By Patty from Wrapped Up In Reading Book Blog
Wanderlust had the potential to be a five star book.
The writing is at times exquisite.
The premise was very dark and the sex was raw and extremely hot.
The heroine, Evie, was endearing.
Hunter was very creepy in the beginning and then he had potential to be so much more.
At about the 80% point, I didn't like how the story was going.
The ending was a little too rushed and there's no epilogue :(
It was an entertaining story and the author does write beautifully.
I'm just disappointed that it truly could have been five star worthy.

See all 185 customer reviews...
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Investing the spare time by reviewing Wanderlust By Skye Warren can offer such wonderful encounter
even you are simply sitting on your chair in the workplace or in your bed. It will certainly not curse your
time. This Wanderlust By Skye Warren will certainly lead you to have even more priceless time while taking
rest. It is quite delightful when at the twelve noon, with a mug of coffee or tea as well as a publication
Wanderlust By Skye Warren in your gadget or computer display. By appreciating the views around, below
you can begin reviewing.
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